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4] Enable, unregister, and reregister the Windows Installer. If you re-register or enter a key key, you will need ESET Remote Administrator. In case of loss of a package of ESet keys during the registration period, you must contact their owners or representatives of the manufacturer. Do not use Microsoft access keys. If the key is lost and it becomes necessary to restore it, contact the manufacturer
of the Microsoft package. If the license to use the key is lost, you need to contact your organization at the place of its purchase. The purchased key can be deleted only in those cases when it will be used in an operating system created without the participation of an external program. Deleting a key does not delete the system itself on which it was activated. Therefore, when restarting the system, you

need to use its copy to restore the key. Although the ESANET Batch Utilities packages include an uninstall system, it is not recommended to use it to uninstall software, as it removes installed programs in addition to removing the operating system. Program for working with key carriers Attention! All key keys associated with the installation and use of the "SAN Archiver", "ESANet", "BackUP"
utilities are stored on the hard drives of these programs and transferred to remote system administrators. While working with utility keys, they can be opened and the keys can be changed or deleted. This section of the Program contains a description of how to work with various keys of installers and utilities. To work with software licenses, the "San Archiver" package must be installed on the

operating system. If you're having trouble using the Activators, please contact the Software Builders.
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